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Are you an aspiring entrepreneur who desires to make it big in the business world with
your tech startup and have a sense of sincere commitment and passion towards your
dream? Then you’re at the right place. We know this; just the fact that you’re spending
your time looking for actionable advice on pitching your startup to investors through this
book is a testament to this.

Funding is indeed essential for any business to enjoy a smooth journey, even more so for
a business like yours that’s in its early phase, with its wings simply itching to fly. It’s
relatively simple to understand how having good financial backing helps to lay a robust
foundation for any entrepreneurial venture and grants the freedom to make decisions
optimally.

The good part is, with the entrepreneurial wave in its current high tide environment,
investors are looking out for promising startups to park their funds. However, the hard
part is, getting them to fund you is not precisely the cakewalk it might seem, with all the
promising newspaper headlines telling tales of businesses getting funded day in and day
out.

Pitching a tech startup to investors and emerging successful with raising funds is
essentially about selling the investor entirely on your business. In other words, the crux
of the entire exercise is to make them want to “buy” into your business with everything
you speak and demonstrate. Since it’s an investment and not a purchase, it’s vital that
you can combine solid reasoning with every piece of information that you give out during
the pitch while not losing their attention at any point.

Though there are tons of books and resources available to hand out advice,
unfortunately, there’s no perfect book that can teach you A-Z about tech startup and how
you can launch your startup successfully. 

However, you want to learn from the best. Countless entrepreneurs have launched
startups before you, and this is not the time to go it alone and try to lone-wolf it. As a
tech entrepreneur and investor,

However, after all your hard work, we can promise you is that this resource will be
packed with action points combined after careful research, observation, and analysis of
the best tech startups that made it. Through them, you will learn from the best practices
and real pitching experiences of others and can apply them at every point to get closest
to your dream.

Without further ado, let’s dive in and unfold the cards that could hold the key to your
success.

IntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
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What is TechWhat is TechWhat is Tech
Startup?Startup?Startup?

So first, let's define "Startup.” Google, Facebook is, for a long time now, not startups
anymore. They are profitable businesses with a well-known business model, products,
and revenues, and expenses.

My favorite definition for Startup is that of Steve Blank -"a startup is an organization
formed to search for a repeatable and scalable business model." 

Which means the second that organization found that repeatable and scalable business
model, it is not a startup anymore; it’s a company. Skype, Waze, Airbnb - they are all
companies now, not startups. 

Now, as for the "tech" - this can be mostly software or Internet tech (more of Google or
Facebook-style of the company), or it can be mostly hardware - like in GE or Intel - where
their products are tangible, not websites or software.  

Some companies are doing both - Apple and even Google with its Google Glass and Self
Driving Car - are creating both. So "Tech" is when a company OR a Startup are producing
and selling technological products (software and/or hardware). 

“Tech Startup is an organization formed to search for a repeatable and scalable business
model that is potentially producing and selling technological products - whether those
are software, hardware, or both"
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Preparation
Practice
Persistence

Before you begin decoding the formula for
your tech startup pitch, you need to realize
and accept this one reality that’s going to
take you a long way. Essentially, whether
it’s a game, running the state, or even a
business, emerging triumphant ultimately
rests on the same pillars, irrespective of
the scenario. They are -

"There are two types of people who will tell
you that you cannot make a difference in

this world: those who are afraid to try and
those who are afraid you will succeed."

-Ray Goforth

The 3-P Trifecta CanThe 3-P Trifecta CanThe 3-P Trifecta Can
Make Your TechMake Your TechMake Your Tech

Startup A SuccessStartup A SuccessStartup A Success
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Completely grab the attention of the investor in a convincing manner.
Make them desire to hear you out completely, and remember you.
Confidently consider you over every other investment alternative they’re currently
contemplating about.

Well, what better way to work hard than to start your journey with detailed preparation
that is completely uncompromised!

As a founder preparing to raise money from investors, you need to approach the
exercise with understanding in crystal clear terms that your pitch is less about educating
and much more about selling your idea and business model to an investor.

If you want your pitch actually to convert an investment, your job is to simply excite and
win over an investor rather than unload facts that only you care about. In that sense,
the guiding vision for your entire preparation should revolve around the following:

Sounds hard? Well, it is. However, when prepared for, systematically, it becomes a lot
simpler and quite achievable. Essentially, the approach to prepare optimally to achieve
the guiding vision can be decomposed into 3 broad steps -

Preparation Is ThePreparation Is ThePreparation Is The
Key To SuccessKey To SuccessKey To Success
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STEPSTEPSTEP

As a founder obsessed with your tech startup, you probably love to be inspired by iconic
startups such as Facebook, Dropbox, Uber, Twitter, Instagram, and so on. It’s not a
surprise if you feel that these businesses have simply invaded our daily lives, all-
seeming like an overnight success story, coming out of simply nowhere. However, if you
carefully look back and think it through, you’ll realize they weren’t close to what they
seem like today when they actually started out.  

Much before Facebook rolled out its initial version to the world; it restricted its pilot
operation to the community at Harvard. 

In essence, an MVP is a prototype of your business offering, which solves a well-defined
problem in a rudimentary form. It can be assembled with a limited amount of resources
to gauge the target group’s response and tailor the offering to meet their needs most
closely. In no way does building a prototype imply building an unfinished product. It
means starting out lean but investing enough to get a well-defined starting picture.
Basically, the prime reasons in favor of starting out with a lean MVP are to Validate your
business ideaGet constructive feedback from prospective buyers.Score your first paying
customers

BUILD AN MVP (MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT)BUILD AN MVP (MINIMUM VIABLE PRODUCT)
FOR YOUR TECH STARTUPFOR YOUR TECH STARTUP

1
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Validate your business idea
Get constructive feedback from prospective buyers.
Score your first paying customers
Gain clarity on exactly how much funding you actually need 

29% of startups fail as they ran out of cash.
Startups that scale properly grow 20 times faster than those that scale
prematurely.

Creating an initial model: This gives a starting point for discussions and offers clear
visual points of reference.
Conducting initial idea approval: This includes sharing the model with a few
prospects and testing it with genuine users to better understand the issues you may
face with your innovation.
Preparing to begin your journey: You have invested months improving your
software idea, but to actually start building your product, you can feel it’s a big deal.
An MVP prepares you to take that hike.

 
In no way does building a prototype imply building an unfinished product. It means
starting out lean but investing enough to get a well-defined starting picture.

Basically, the prime reasons in favor of starting out with a lean MVP are to

Stats Emphasizing the Need to Build an MVP

These stats explicitly show the need to build an MVP; however, let’s dig deeper and find
out the reasons to build a Minimum Viable Product:
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STEPSTEPSTEP

An industry they are familiar with
A management team they believe in
An idea with a large market and a competitive advantage
A company with momentum or traction
An idea that will generate cash flow

You might read tons of books and articles in order to get tips on perfecting your pitch in
terms of a deck, presentation, delivery, and so on. However, even if you do follow all of
that and leave this one step out as your starting point, your chances of success will be
very skewed.  

Just like you can’t sell a product or service or develop marketing material without
knowing whom to sell, you can’t create a good enough pitch deck to raise funds without
deeply understanding your targeted investor.  

Any investor is not just looking for a business that can make money for them. They’re
looking for a business that can make them more money than all the other options they
have at their disposal. 

Investors are looking for these five things:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2
WHAT AN INVESTOR NEEDS FROM YOU?WHAT AN INVESTOR NEEDS FROM YOU?
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STEPSTEPSTEP

Company Overview
The Real World Problem The Business Solves
The Unique Solution ProposedJustification Of The ‘Why Now?’
Demonstration Of Real Market Potential
Plan To Win Over Competitors
The Exact Business Model
Financial Projections
Focus On The Founding Team
Question And Answer Session 

Pitching your startup idea or product to a room full of investors is extremely nerve-
wracking. I know because I’ve done it more than a few times. But it doesn’t need to be
terrifying. With the right presentation deck, you can hold potential investors’ attention
long enough to explain what your product does and why it’s a good investment.

A good presentation isn’t a substitute for a good product. You need to have both to win
over a crowd of investors who hear pitches all day long. You might think, “Why even
bother?” Getting early investment in your company can mean the difference between
surviving and failing when it comes to startups. 

90% of all startups fail, most often for budgetary reasons. 

The two main issues that top the list are an unviable business model and just plain old
running out of money. 

So, it goes without saying, the deck is indeed one of the most important parts of the
pitch for your startup. You cannot really tweak your customer sales presentation to get
your pitch deck ready, as an investor can have concerns that are completely different
from what a customer may have. The deck should be made in a way that educates,
excites, and convinces the investor from an “investment” point of view.

What details should be included?  

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Depending on the pitching round and how interested the investors are in your business,
they might want to know more about your exit strategy. A pitch that doesn’t have a
convincing enough answer for their exit option can lose even after doing everything else
accurately.

CREATE A KILLER PITCH DECK FORCREATE A KILLER PITCH DECK FOR
INVESTORSINVESTORS

3
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First, you need to practice conveying your pitch like a story and not a burdening
monologue.  
Along with several rounds of mock practice, you also need to practice how to control
the meeting’s flow without looking rigid or overly anxious. If you let the audience, i.e.,
the investors take the lead, in all probability, you’ll only be building a confusing
impression of your startup.
Suppose you record the verbal delivery of your mock pitch on your smartphone and
review it. In that case, you’ll be immediately able to figure out the key areas and body
language improvements you need to address out here.
While practicing, you also need to remember that you only have limited time and
attention of the investor to make an impact, which means your entire talk should
wrap up ideally within a maximum 15 minutes. 
Next, you must also practice how to answer questions in all the possible areas you
may be quizzed upon. This is often the part that makes many pitches miss out on
funding due to a lack of coordination among the team in answering.

Preparing for your pitch thoroughly is one of the most important parts that cannot be
compromised on. However, in order to ensure that what you pitch after so much
deliberation is actually effective, engaging in good practice is key. 

The whole point is that if whatever you speak and the way you speak doesn’t excite the
investor or wins their confidence in you, chances are, no matter what you propose and
how good your deck is, they won’t feel convinced to fund your startup. 

Here are some key points to keep in mind for the practice – 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

“I know you’ve heard it a thousand times
before. But it’s true – hard work pays off. If
you want to be good, you have to practice,

practice, practice. If you don’t love
something, then don’t do it.”

 -Ray Bradbury
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Keep Practicing ‘TilKeep Practicing ‘TilKeep Practicing ‘Til
You Perfect YourYou Perfect YourYou Perfect Your

Pitch DeckPitch DeckPitch Deck



As someone serious about the pitch and raising funds, you probably will put your best
foot forward to convert it. However, outcomes can rarely be predicted and things going
wrong is something that cannot be controlled beyond a point.  

If the investor makes the decision not to fund you, you shouldn’t let it demoralize you.
Instead of merely dismissing it like a one-time interaction, you must seek feedback.
Doing so will help you find out what you could have done differently or areas that you
can improve on for the subsequent pitches. 

Besides working on their specific feedback, you can revisit your business model, for
rejection often signals that it might need further refining. You can also figure out if you
need to revalidate your market positioning, both in terms of your top-down (market size
and growth prospect) and bottom-up (customer and sales funnel).  

At the point of rejection, you must figure out the possibilities of pitching to the same
investors again or steer forward incorporating their feedback while pitching to investors’
next set. A failure in your pitch might also signal you towards the right investor targeting,
i.e., people who tend to fund businesses like yours.  

At this point, you could also consider alternative funding options, as VCs are not the only
route to fund your startup. 

The truth is, you don’t really fail till you give up hope. You need to learn how to keep it
alive while learning from every mistake you make.

Persistence Is ThePersistence Is ThePersistence Is The
Key To WinKey To WinKey To Win

“Energy and persistence conquer all things.”
-Benjamin Franklin
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